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To rebuild the corporate world, we must strive to shift our paradigm, striving for an evaluative position in all the judgments we make, shifting our creative and co-creative emphasis away from the vaguely and partially defined position regarding the acceptance of thus it is and the taken for granted attitude to a radically examined position predicated on a creative and constitutive inter-subjective position based on the vision of clear and distinct perception of “thus it ought to be.”

Although it is a single activity but the meaning is twofold. Firstly, it demands that we integrate into the corporate world-view the principle of movement which lends it the dynamic and transcendent possibility unfolding new, fresh and culturally oriented ways of being in the world. After all, why should the corporate world remain stigmatized by morbid ideas, petrifying beliefs and culturally retrograde attitudes and insipid lifestyle. It is needed to rethink the corporate world and to redefine its worldliness from a new perspective with a renewed sense of creative will, to rejuvenate new ways of making it a lived-world and a world we may call our world: the world which belongs to us and to which we belong.

Secondly, under the force of circumstance, it is imperative to revamp the conceptual structures and, more importantly, the idealizations of the corporate world to reflect the altered mood and temper of the man who feels that the shadows of the events that take place in the corporate world shall color his dreams and light the dawn of his hopes for tomorrow, and or a long time to come, if tomorrow comes.

To reach the desired goal, by moving in the right direction, it is indeed necessary to be on the right path and to move slowly and with measured steps, with the awareness that our supercilious attitude and a pious façade, will make us sink deeper into denial and bad faith. The corporate man is the measure of the genius of both the good and the evil of his heart and mind. And the measure of his sincerity lies in his honest-to-goodness realization that fatal flaws exist in the corporate system and need to be addressed before he is rendered transparent in our eyes and convicted in his mind. He needs to put his unexamined beliefs and ideas in parenthesis to contest the allegations that;

1. The corporate world is facing grave moral crisis generated by its own inherent fatal flaws.
2. The ‘corporate system’ is threatened by the lack of knowledge about the nature of man and what light does this knowledge shed on the place of Value in the corporate culture and or Decision making in the corporate management.
3. Human nature and decision making are closely allied to the value judgment and attitude formation. Crisis, typically characteristic of the corporate world, confronts our business leadership with serious challenges, laden with moral consequences.
Remembering that the dubious ethical and moral practices and aberrations are not a monopoly of any system, how strong and convincing is the evidence that the corporate man does not suffer from grievous flaws of ethical conduct and moral behavior and that his character is above all reproach and denunciation?

Remembering also that the corporate functionary is not alone to suffer from moral lapses and that his ethical lassitude is human, all too human, and therefore not unjustly blame worthy in the context of human condition characterizing human situation.

In philosophy and in ethics, in life and in business, perennial questions of human relevance cannot be asked meaningfully outside the context of human situation. Therefore, both from the negative and affirmative standpoints the persisting areas of controversy remain and the debate lingers on; E.g.:

a. How natural is human nature and,
b. In the domain of human nature, what is the place of moral commitment and obligation? In the realm of value, is a free man by nature free to “enjoin the good and forbid the wrong?”
c. Is he obliged to obey unjust corporate system incapable of rising above himself? He needs to remember that “unless above himself he can raise himself, what a poor thing is man!”
d. Is human nature immutable? Is, by nature, a criminal condemned to remain a criminal and a poor man poor? Jean Paul Sartre, an existentialist philosopher, believes that ‘man is condemned to be free’, free to make and re-make himself, free to determine his destiny and his fate?, to give himself a nature and a character by his actions, decisions, evaluations and choices; by the way he exercises the freedom and his will to power.
e. A free man is a ‘particular universal’. He follows the Kantian categorical imperative ‘to act in such a way that by his will his action becomes a law universal’.
f. To be free, the corporate man needs to have ethical insight to know the truth and moral courage to will the truth. Above all, he must have the fortitude to do what is right.
g. If he loves truth more than the thing he loves, does he uphold truth over and above his loyalty to whatever goes without saying and is taken for granted?
h. Does he follow and must he abide by the law he is convinced is morally wrong and is not predicated on truth?
i. As a lover of truth, is he willing to seek the truth everywhere or nowhere, at all?
j. Straying from truth for so long, does he have the courage and character to outgrow his vehement insistence on thus it is and it cannot be otherwise? Consider then the narratives and the discourse, rational and human, constructed with so much understanding by
   a. Socrates in Apology
   b. Sophocles in Antigone
   c. Thomas Hobbes in Leviathan
   d. David Hume in A Treatise of Human Nature
   e. Immanuel Kant in his Critique of Practical Reason

The desire to reconcile the antithetical and antagonistic notions regarding “to be or not to be”, ‘thus it is’ and ‘thus it ought to be’ has dominated human mind and soul ever since the advent
of his reflective consciousness, and the problem of freedom has agonized him like a thorn in his heart.

Freedom, like character, is the most precious possession of man. In nothing else is he rich, in nothing else is he poor. Nothing in man’s life is more vital and glorious than the character of a free man. But once it is dead, it is dustily dead and lost forever.

“I think we have freedom of will and that it comes out of our uniqueness as individuals, perhaps wholly determined, yet to some degree unpredictable, it is one of our most precious possessions. As such, we should seek to enlarge it; yet that is not the direction in which we are going. On the contrary, many aspects of modern life threaten to erode it; and much that we are offered in the guise of future progress would tend to do the same.”

John R. Platt, *New Views of the Nature of Man*, p.46

No strategy can be effective and relevant to rebuilding the corporate worldview without an ethical perspective. In the corporate world today, more than ever before, there exist growing need to place our unexamined beliefs and assumptions, in parenthesis for radical examination not only because they have not been questioned and radically examined before but more so because they have become sacrosanct. We must not transgress our fidelity to truth expediency and personality above character.

Our focus must now shift from knowing to being and in the ontogenetic realm of thinking we must develop fresh phenomenological attitude enshrined in its creative and dynamic spirit that will unfold the principle of transcendental movement. Our success in this regard will reflect dynamic spirit of the creative enthusiasm, methodological interpretation and the dynamic and transcendental spirit of our corporate worldview. It will radically deepen our understanding of man’s-being-in-the-world, converging upon “to be or not to be” what we know and understand. This is a step closer to rebuilding the Corporate World by assiduously reconstructing the Corporate Man. Sadly, however, and it is writ large all over Corporate Pakistan, our dismal success in this respect betrays our huge failure as a man.

To achieve this goal we need to develop new analogies and new metaphors, new ways of seeing the world and new ways of being in it; above all being what we know and understand and are capable of becoming. All these possibilities are embedded in man’s being-in-the-world, waiting to be translated into defining features of *world to be*, via man’s courage to be and the efficacy of his creative imagination and the will to truth.

This is the most perilous part of the undertaking; to search and then to destroy the hidden persuaders, working anonymously and subliminally, they take ownership of our thoughts, emotions and the power to decide and choose to determine our value-judgments and attitudes. It is as if they know our heart and soul and mind. The corporate functionary has to rise above the stigmatizing and petrifying *status quo*, transcending his parochial inclinations to test the strength of purpose and the total integrity of his character, demonstrated in his conduct and behavior as a *sine qua non* and quintessential of his business organization’s reputation and positive perception. The moral proclivity, phenomenological assumptions and presuppositions have built-in answers which must not be allowed to remain obscure to the creative imagination and the will to truth of the corporate man. Such proclivity and stinted bias have a decisive impact upon the profit orientation and financial bottom line of corporate business. They constitute the defining features of its identification and *raison d’etre.*
In this context, we need to examine

i. The nature of Acquisitive Ideal and Profit Motive (Peter Drucker)

ii. A New Code of Business Ethics (B. Randall)

iii. Business Morality; Some Unanswered (and perhaps unanswerable) Questions (A.S. Aitler)

iv. Thinking through Corporate Social Responsibility. Arguments for and Against (Richard Eells and Theodore Levitt)

v. Responsible Advertising, The Truth or the Product? (Games Webb Young)

vi. The Hidden Persuaders (Vance Packard) ‘and Idols of Mind (Bacon)

vii. The Ethics of Persuasion and The Art of Selling (Aldous Huxley)

... to be continued
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Beneath every serious dispute in the world of scholarship lies a judgment of value; and when that point is reached, science and scholarship must bow their heads in silence. Only one voice may still be heard; the voice of philosophy. There speaks reason. All else is only cries of emotion. Emotion is individual; transient. Reason is permanent.

Gilber Hight, *Man's Unconquerable Mind*, pp 96